Interactive Online services

Following interactive online services are available to the CGHS beneficiaries through CGHS portal cghs.nic.in

1. **Online application for plastic card**: At present a beneficiary can fill application for CGHS card online. However online completed application has to be downloaded and the printout is required to be submitted to CGHS Card Section with necessary supportive documents. The facility of complete online application i.e. uploading of necessary supportive documents and online payment of subscription by pensioners is yet not available and is to be started soon.

2. **Print your own CGHS card**: For self and dependent members a beneficiary can take a print out of CGHS cards through Beneficiary log in.

3. **Online appointment**: A beneficiary can book online appointment for Medical officer or Specialist.

4. Through **Beneficiary login** on CGHS Portal cghs.nic.in following services can be availed:
   - **View Beneficiary Details** for self and dependent family members.
   - **Tracking of medical reimbursement claim**: Status of MRC submitted and the level of processing of MRC can be tracked through this facility.
   - **Status of processing of application for plastic card**.
   - **Updation of his and his dependents registered mobile number**
   - **Updation of his and his dependents email ids**
   - **Updation of his and his dependents Aadhar number**.
• **History of medicines issued** to self and dependents.

**Medical services:** Apart from interactive online services mentioned above, Medical services like prescription, issuing and indenting of medicines including life saving medicines to CGHS beneficiaries through online Web Application is available.